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**Atlanta Hawks**

**2019-20 NBA Playbook**

**Fist Knicks**
- After Time Out

1 attacks off PNR from 4 who slips and pops to the top of the key. 1 passes to 4.

2 receives flare screen from 4 as a secondary option.

**Fist Knicks**
- After Time Out

DHO for 2 who passes right back to 1.

5 steps up into a ballscreen for 1.
Boston Celtics
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2 Down
After Time Out

2 Down
After Time Out

2 Down
After Time Out
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AI - Duck
After Time Out
Boston Celtics
2019-20 NBA Playbook

Carolina - Leak
After Time Out

Carolina - Leak
After Time Out
Chin - Punch Thunder
After Time Out

Chin - Punch Thunder
After Time Out

Chin - Punch Thunder
After Time Out
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Cyclone
After Time Out

Cyclone
After Time Out
Delay - Chicago
After Time Out

Delay - Chicago
After Time Out
Boston Celtics
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Delay - Flare - Slip
After Time Out
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Delay - Keep Gap
After Time Out
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Double Fist
After Time Out
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Double Fist - Flare
After Time Out
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Euro - Lift
After Time Out
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After Time Out
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Fist - Indiana
After Time Out
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Fist - Knicks
After Time Out

Fist - Knicks
After Time Out
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Horns - Chin STS
After Time Out

Horns - Chin STS
After Time Out

Horns - Chin STS
After Time Out
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Horns - Duck
After Time Out
Boston Celtics
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Horns - Exchange Pin
After Time Out

Horns - Exchange Pin
After Time Out

Horns - Exchange Pin
After Time Out
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Horns - Pin
After Time Out

Horns - Pin
After Time Out
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Horns - Split
After Time Out

2 3

1 4 5

Horns - Split
After Time Out

2 3

1 4 5
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Ram - 2 Chase
After Time Out

3 2
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Ram - 2 Chase
After Time Out
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Ram - 2 Chase Flare
After Time Out
Boston Celtics
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Ram - Short
After Time Out

Ram - Short
After Time Out
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Slice - Stagger
After Time Out

Slice - Stagger
After Time Out
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SOB - Flip Spain
After Time Out

SOB - Flip Spain
After Time Out
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Stack - Miami
After Time Out

Stack - Miami
After Time Out
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Stack - Miami Spain
After Time Out

Stack - Miami Spain
After Time Out
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Strong - Keep Gap
After Time Out

Strong - Keep Gap
After Time Out
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Strong - Lob
After Time Out
Boston Celtics
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Strong - Spread
After Time Out

Strong - Spread
After Time Out

Strong - Spread
After Time Out
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Thru - Single Down
After Time Out

Thru - Single Down
After Time Out
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Wedge - Punch
After Time Out
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Wide - 2 Chase
After Time Out

Wide - 2 Chase
After Time Out
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Wide - Curl Exit
After Time Out

Wide - Curl Exit
After Time Out
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Wide - Keep Slip
After Time Out

Wide - Keep Slip
After Time Out
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Zipper - Horns Elbow Get
After Time Out

Zipper - Horns Elbow Get
After Time Out
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Zipper - Ricky Slip
After Time Out

Zipper - Ricky Slip
After Time Out

Zipper - Ricky Slip
After Time Out
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Zipper - Shake
After Time Out

Zipper - Shake
After Time Out
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Zipper - Spread
After Time Out

Zipper - Spread
After Time Out
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BOB - Gut
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Gut
Baseline out of Bounds
BOB - Gut Seal
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Gut Seal
Baseline out of Bounds
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Baseline out of Bounds
BOB - Punch Inbounder

Baseline out of Bounds
BOB - Punch Inbounder
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2
Option 1: Basket Curl
Baseline out of Bounds
Option 2: Reject Cut
Baseline out of Bounds
Option 3: Guard Off After Curl/Reject
Baseline out of Bounds
Option 4: Guard Off Double
Baseline out of Bounds
Option 5: Dummy Corner
Baseline out of Bounds
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Option 6: 5 Pop
Baseline out of Bounds
Option 7: Spread Ballscreen
Baseline out of Bounds

Option 7: Spread Ballscreen
Baseline out of Bounds
Option 8: Big Slips
Baseline out of Bounds
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1-4 Pop
Half Court Sets
Boston Celtics
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Half Court Sets
4 & 5 set a double high flat ballscreen for 1.
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Dive - Exit Slip
Half Court Sets

Dive - Exit Slip
Half Court Sets
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Dive - Get
Half Court Sets

Dive - Get
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Dive - Punch
Half Court Sets
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Flare - 2 Down
Half Court Sets

Flare - 2 Down
Half Court Sets
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Floppy - Runner
Half Court Sets

Floppy - Runner
Half Court Sets
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Motion - Delay STS
Half Court Sets

Motion - Delay STS
Half Court Sets
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Motion - Top Chicago
Half Court Sets

Motion - Top Chicago
Half Court Sets
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Ram - Guard Get
Half Court Sets
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EOG - Diamond Low Curl
End of Game
Boston Celtics
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EOG - Diamond Winner
End of Game

EOG - Diamond Winner
End of Game
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SOB - Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Chicago
Sideline out of Bounds
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SOB - Chicago - Fan
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Chicago - Fan
Sideline out of Bounds
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SOB - Chicago - Vandy
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Chicago - Vandy
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Chicago - Vandy
Sideline out of Bounds
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SOB - Chicago Spain
Sideline out of Bounds
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SOB - Kansas Ricky
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Kansas Ricky
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Kansas Ricky
Sideline out of Bounds
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SOB - Punch Backdoor
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Punch Backdoor
Sideline out of Bounds
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SOB - Spin Lob
Sideline out of Bounds
Boston Celtics
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SOB - Zipper - Chase
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Zipper - Chase
Sideline out of Bounds
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SOB - Zipper - Get
Sideline out of Bounds

Sideline out of Bounds
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5 Gut - Backdoor
5 Out

5 Gut - Backdoor
5 Out
Brooklyn Nets
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AI - Step
After Time Out
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After Time Out
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Dallas Mavericks
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After Time Out
Rip - Option

After Time Out
Rip - Option
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Dallas Mavericks
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Ghost
End of Game
2019-20 NBA Playbook
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BOB - Rip Double
Half Court Sets
Half Court Sets

Point 2 - PG Go
Los Angeles Lakers
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SOB - 3
Sideline out of Bounds
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SOB - 3
Sideline out of Bounds
Memphis Grizzlies
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Elbow - Rip Lob
After Time Out
Memphis Grizzlies
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Flex
Baseline out of Bounds

Flex
Baseline out of Bounds
Memphis Grizzlies
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STS
Baseline out of Bounds
Horns - Split
After Time Out

Horns - Split
After Time Out
Miami Heat
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Wide - Keep Gap
After Time Out

1. Player 1 moves towards player 3.
2. Player 2 moves towards player 5.
3. Player 3 moves towards player 1.

Wide - Keep Gap
After Time Out

1. Player 1 moves towards player 3.
2. Player 2 moves towards player 5.
3. Player 3 moves towards player 1.
Option 1: Basket Curl
Baseline out of Bounds
Miami Heat
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Option 2: Reject Cut
Baseline out of Bounds

Diagram of a basketball court with player positions marked as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Miami Heat
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Option 3: Guard Off After Curl/Reject
Baseline out of Bounds
Option 4: Guard Off Double
Baseline out of Bounds
Option 5: 5 Pop
Baseline out of Bounds
Miami Heat
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21 - Gap
Half Court Sets
Dive - Backdoor
Half Court Sets
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Dive - Ghost
Half Court Sets
Miami Heat
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Double Fist - Again
Half Court Sets

Double Fist - Again
Half Court Sets
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EOG - ISO
Half Court Sets
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EOG - Keep Flare Inbounder
Half Court Sets

EOG - Keep Flare Inbounder
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EOG - Need 3
Half Court Sets
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EOG - Pin Seal
Half Court Sets

EOG - Pin Seal
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Half Court Sets

Face
Miami Heat
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Face - Double Fist
Half Court Sets
High Ballscreen
Half Court Sets
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Ram - Clear Elbow
Half Court Sets

Ram - Clear Elbow
Half Court Sets

Ram - Clear Elbow
Half Court Sets
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Up - Get
Half Court Sets

1 2 3 4 5

Up - Get
Half Court Sets

1 2 3 4 5
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SOB - Rip - DHO
Sideline out of Bounds

5 screens for 1 and pops to the ball.
3 passes to 5.

SOB - Rip - DHO
Sideline out of Bounds

1 sets backscreen for 3 and then comes off dribble hand off from 5.
4 screens for 2 on the weakside.
Milwaukee Bucks
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STS
After Time Out

STS
After Time Out
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New Orleans Pelicans
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Horns - STS Get
After Time Out

Horns - STS Get
After Time Out

Horns - STS Get
After Time Out
New Orleans Pelicans
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Miami - Flare
After Time Out
New Orleans Pelicans
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Weak - Detroit
After Time Out

Weak - Detroit
After Time Out
New Orleans Pelicans
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2 For 1 Flip
Half Court Sets
New Orleans Pelicans
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SOB - Late Double
Sideline out of Bounds

SOB - Late Double
Sideline out of Bounds
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Philadelphia 76ers
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High Low
End of Game

High Low
End of Game

High Low
End of Game
Phoenix Suns
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Elbow - Chicago
After Time Out

Elbow - Chicago
After Time Out
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Elbow - Shake
After Time Out

Elbow - Shake
After Time Out

Elbow - Shake
After Time Out
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BOB - Elbow Get
Baseline out of Bounds

BOB - Elbow Get
Baseline out of Bounds
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BOB - Floppy
Baseline out of Bounds
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COB - Rip
Baseline out of Bounds
Phoenix Suns
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4 Pop
Half Court Sets

1 passes to 5 who reverses to 2.
4 sets cross screen for 3.

5 dives through, 1 sets down screen for 4.
2 passes to 4 for a shot.
Phoenix Suns
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4 Pop - Special
Half Court Sets

4 Pop - Special
Half Court Sets

Diagram with player movements and positions indicated on a basketball court.
Phoenix Suns
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AI - Side
Half Court Sets

AI - Side
Half Court Sets
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Double Drag - Empty
Half Court Sets
Phoenix Suns
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Dribble Punch
Half Court Sets

Dribble Punch
Half Court Sets
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Elbow - Angle
Half Court Sets
Phoenix Suns
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Elbow - Hand Off
Half Court Sets

Diagram showing basketball court with players numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Player 1 passes to player 4, who passes to player 5. Player 2 and player 3 are also shown in different positions on the court.
Phoenix Suns
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Elbow - Hand Off - Reject
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Hand Off - Reject
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Hand Off - Reject
Half Court Sets
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Elbow - Inverted Pin
Half Court Sets
Phoenix Suns
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Elbow - Thunder
Half Court Sets

Elbow - Thunder
Half Court Sets
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Fist
Half Court Sets

Fist
Half Court Sets
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Flow - 4/5 Get
Half Court Sets

Flow - 4/5 Get
Half Court Sets
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Horns - Out Shake
Half Court Sets
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Jump Ball Rim Run
Half Court Sets

1. x1
   x2
   x3
   x4
   x5
   5

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5. 1

Jump Ball Rim Run
Half Court Sets

1. x1
   x2
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   5

2. 2
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5. 1
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Jump Ball Rip
Half Court Sets

Jump Ball Rip
Half Court Sets
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Zipper - Dive Chase
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Dive Chase
Half Court Sets
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Zipper - Get Spain
Half Court Sets

Zipper - Get Spain
Half Court Sets
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Zipper - ISO
Half Court Sets

1  2  3

5  4

1  2  4  3

Zipper - ISO
Half Court Sets
The goal of this play is to create initial action and could be a read if the defender in the corner tends to fall asleep. On scouting reports if you notice a defender falls into a lull - put him in that corner for the face cut.
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Horns - Flare
Horns
Phoenix Suns
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Horns - Pistol
Horns
Phoenix Suns
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Horns - Pistol Nash
Horns

1 2 3

5

Horns - Pistol Nash
Horns

4

5

1 2
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Horns Pop
Horns

Diagram of basketball play with player 1 at the center and players 2, 3, 4, and 5 in various positions on the court.
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Ghost
End of Game
Phoenix Suns
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SOB - Wall Triple (vs Switching End of Game)

SOB - Wall Triple (vs Switching End of Game)
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SOB - First Cut
Sideline out of Bounds
Phoenix Suns
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SOB - Rip - DHO
Sideline out of Bounds

5 screens for 1 and pops to the ball.
3 passes to 5.

1 sets backscreen for 3 and then comes off dribble hand off from 5.
4 screens for 2 on the weakside.
Phoenix Suns
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Early Offense

Diagram of a basketball play with numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 on the court.
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